I. Introduction
The top quark is now known to be more massive than 60 GeV within the context of the Standard Model. Therefore, its coupling to the elementary Higgs scalar is large, at least of order gz the SU (2) gauge coupling constant at low energies, and possibly larger. Strong coupling suggests that the symmetry breakdown of the Standard Model may be a dynamical mechanism which intimately involves the top quark, and several authors [1, 2] , most notably Nambu [I] , have recently experimented with this idea.
Essentially one implements a BCS or Nambu-Jona-Lasinio mechanism in which a new fundamental interaction associated with a high energy scale, A, is used to trigger the formation of a low energy condensate, (f.r,tR). The bootstrapping of the symmetry breaking mechanism to the top quark introduces no fundamental Higgs scalar bosons and, by virtue of its economy, leads to new predictions which are in principle testable, or which constrain or rule out the mechanism altogether. In particular, we are able to derive predictions for mtop and mxipg, in this scheme.
This is the minimal conceivable dynamical breaking of the Standard Model in terms of the relevant number of field degrees of freedom, in which we treat the gauge bosons as fundamental. The usual Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Makawa structure and fermion mass spectrum is readily accomodated, but bona fide predictions of mixing angles and light quark masses are not derivable until one specifies the dynamics at the scale A more precisely. The usual one-Higgs-doublet Standard Model emerges as the low energy effective Lagrangian, but with new constraints that lead to nontrivial predictions.
We begin with an analysis of the gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio mechanism [3] applied to the Standard Model, within the approximation of keeping only the effects of the fermionic determinant as described below. This yields the "bare" mass relationships, but the most important new results which emerge are the compositeness We show that the compositeness condition is the statement that the induced wave-function renormalization constant, 2 a, for the Higgs field H must vanish at the scale A. It is just this condition, coupled to our demand for a symmetry breaking solution to the theory at low energies, which enables one to "predict" the mass of the top quark and the mass of the dynamical scalar Higgs boson. The composite theory is effectively a strongly coupled (Higgs-Yukawa and quartic Higgs couplings) Standard Model at the scale A. The low energy predictions that emerge are governed by i&a-red renormalization group fixed-points [4, 5] . The top quark is predicted to lie near 230 GeV for A N 10's GeV. We discuss in some detail the consistency of these predictions with the collection of experimental results that constitute the so-called p parameter bound, and we conclude that it ia premature to de out top quark masaea as high aa -260 to N 280 GeV.
Our preliminary goai is to make precise the definition of the minimal dynamical symmetry breaking scheme beginning with a well-defined quantum field theory at the scale A. We imagine that at some high energy scale, A, the Standard Model contains only the usual quark, lepton and gauge boson degrees of freedom, but no fundamental Higgs scalar. We then introduce a new effective four-fermion vertex with coefficient, G, of order l/A". This interaction must, of course, be electroweak gauge invariant. If we consider, for discussion, the approximation in which all quarks and leptons other -3-FERMILAB-Pub-89/127 than the top quark are massless we may then define the theory at the scale A to be: L = Lkimtis + G( @;t&'@i~) (1.1) where i runs over SU (2) indices and L bnerie contains the usual gauge invariant fermion and gauge boson kinetic terms, but there is no Higgs field in L. The model readily generalizes to a more realistic msss spectrum, as well as a multiple effective Higgs doublet scheme as described below in Section III.
We first consider a solution based upon the effects of the fermionic determinant alone, i.e., a fermion bubble approximation. This is equivalent to a large-llr,d, expansion in the limit in which the QCD coupling constant is set to zero, and it captures nonperturbative features of the theory from the point of view of a small-coupling constant expansion. We demand a self-consistent dynamical solution to the gap equation for the mass of the top quark, given in terms of an induced vacuum matrix element of the form (Et). This will generate poles in the scalar and pseudoscalar channels, corresponding to a physical state with a mass of 2mt and zero-mass Goldstone bosom, in Section IV we will give the precise predictions, after abstracting the compositeness conditions to the full theory.
A. Gap Equation
We will begin by summing the planar bubble diagrams in which the four-fermion interaction of eq.(l.l) is iterated. We first consider the solution to the gap equation for the induced top quark mass. This is indicated as in Fig.(l) :
The result of evaluating eq.(2.2) with a momentum space cut-off A is:
G-' = 2 (As -n: In(Ar/m:)) .
Here, we regard G and A as fundamental parameters of the theory and we solve for mt. Normally, for very large A, perhaps of order the GUT scale 10's GeV, we would expect the solution of this equation to produce a large mass, mr N A in the broken -6-FERMILAB-Pub-891127 symmetry phase. We see that a solution for mt N Mw for such large A constitutes a fine-tuning problem in that G-i -N,As/8 rrs must then be very small. This is, indeed, the usual fine-tuning or gauge hierarchy problem of the Standard Model.
The gap equation contains a quadratic divergence, corresponding to the usual Higgs mass quadratic divergence in the Standard Model. However, the fine-tuning problem will be isolated in the gap equation, i.e., once we tune G to admit the desirable solution to any given order in l/N., we need cancel no other quadratic divergences in other amplitudes.
B. Scalar and Goldstone Modes
Let us now assume that the parameters, G, A admit a solution for mt to the gap equation, eq.(2.3). We now consider the sum of scalar channel fermion bubbles of Since the mechanism is a dynamical breaking of the continuous SU(2) x U (1) symmetry, it must imply the existence of Goldstone modes. Moreover, the symmetry breaking transforms as I = i and will produce the same spectrum of Goldstone bosons as in the Standard Model Higgs-sector. A Goldstone pole thus appears in the bubble sum for the neutral pseudo-scalar channel: and the Goldstone pole at pz = 0 is seen to occur explicitly. Moreover, charged Goldstone modes appear in the flavored channels corresponding to the quantum numbers of the W boson:
whence: Higgs-mechanism and the gauge bosons acquire masses by "eating" the dynamically generated Goldstone poles. We obtain a second prediction of the theory in the form of a relation between the W boson mass and the top quark mass.
Consider now the inverse propagator of the gauge bosons. We rescale fields to bring the gauge coupling constants into the gauge boson kinetic terms, i. g'"p') + ; 1 d'x (T hbL(O) 6&(r)) (2.10) where g1 is the SU (2) coupling constant. For the T-ordered product we again expand in the interaction Lagrangian of eq.(l.l) and sum the planar bubbles, Fig.(3) . We It is useful to write the induced inverse W boson propagator in the form:
The W boson mass is the solution to the the mass-shell condition:
while the Fermi constant is the zero-momentum expression:
In the bubble approximation we find: 2.14) and: Analogous results are obtained for the neutral gauge boson masses, but they contain no additional information beyond that described here, a consequence of the conventional I = j breaking mode. The only technical challenge in the analysis is that we now have the mixing between the U(1) and neutral SU(2) gauge bosons induced by the difference between the top quark and &quark masses. We give the full analysis of this in Appendix A. Moreover, the usual p parameter relationship for mt is obtained.
In Appendix B we observe that the evolution of the coupling constants gi and gr (as seen in eq.(2.14)) is equivalent to that given by the renormalization group for the truncated model in the bubble approximation (i.e., without gauge coupling constants). Thus, the effective Lagrangian at scales below A must produce this evolution.
We thus turn now to a discussion of the effective Lagrangian. Higgs field and integrate out the short distance components of the fermion fields.
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The analysis of Section II may be interpreted as implying that at scales below the cut-off, A, the Higgs field H develops induced, fully gauge invariant, kinetic terms and quartic interaction contributions in the effective action. Indeed, we can exactly reproduce the results of the previous section if we use the large-N, limit to compute the fermion loop contributions.
The full induced effective Lagrangian will take the form: L = Lkinrtic t gt(GLtRH + kc.)+ AL,.,. The Lagrangian of eq(3.2) is exactly the same as the usual low energy Standard
Model, except that we are not free to renormalize the two induced parameters, Zn and Xo, which must remain log-divergent, i.e., have an explicit dependence upon A. The mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breaking is now seen in the effective Higgs mass which is driven by the additive quadratic dependence upon A to a finite, negative value by the fermion loop contributions; the bare mass, mi, requires the usual fine-tuning to produce a finite VEV of the Higgs field (or top quark mass).
If we use the above tree-Lagrangian to estimate the physical spectrum of the low 3.5) This satisfies, in the full Standard Model, the one-loop renormalization group equation:
16x' -&A = { 12A2 t 4N.Xgt -4N.g;) (3.6) Here the fermion loops contribute the last two terms, and they are seen to follow from combining eq.(3.3) for ZH and Xs. fields. Thus, the dynamical mechanism is less general than the Standard Model, i.e., the four-fermion interactions admit a limited number of "square roots." An analysis of the allowed dynamical Higgs bosons will be given elsewhere.
The fermion mass matrices observed at low energy depend upon the specific structure of the four-fermion interactions introduced at high energy, and no obvious simplification occurs from the composite Higgs mechanism. We will return to these issues elsewhere.
- where ND is the number of generations and t = lnp.
One can see from eq.(4.6) that once SJ~ is sufficiently large, it will diverge as it evolves to a higher scale. Neglecting the small gauge contributions for sufficiently large gt we have: an extrapolation all the way to ,!?H = 0, a large part of the linear decrease toward the compositeness scale is fully reliable (e.g., 2~ 2 0.08 is within the perturbative regime of at S 1). Indeed, lattice gauge theory has confirmed that perturbation theory is generally quantitatively reliable in analyzing the initial conditions leading to these fixed-points [6] . This behavior is illustrated by the solid lines of Fig.(4) where the fuIl eqs.(4.6) and (4.7) are used to numerically plot 2.
The precise value of the top quark mass will be given by running ?j*(r') from Fig.(4) ).
In Table I For a different choice of Mz, the entries in Table I must be resealed by Mzl91.8 GeV.
We calculate errors both from the uncertainties of the experimental input and by Since the rhs of eq.(4.14) factorizes into gfa x F(Z), and i~t is diverging as we approach A, we can see that the variable z = x4-l grows faster than gtZ for z > z+. Thus 1 is diverging as it approaches A and we cannot fulfill the compositeness conditions on this trajectory. For z = I+ we have an ultraviolet unstable fixedpoint, and since the p-function (4.14) vanishes, z remains constant and therefore i= ---1 gt ++. On the other hand, for Z-5 z < z +, eq.(4.14) shows that z is driven toward the fixed-point Z-. In this case 5 evolves as &-'zand wilI tend to zero as it approaches A. The ratio ?;/z, approaches a constant, indicating that the two quantities do not run independently.
For the physical Higgs mass we have again two mechanisms which make the prediction very stable. If we start with the compositeness condition at A then the preceding discussion shows that the ultraviolet unstable fixed-point z+ becomes attractive as we evolve downwards in scale. This means that i is attracted toward gtt-'z+ = Z,Z+.
Once the couplings become smaller the effect of the smoothly varying gauge couplings is important which further reduces the sensitivity to the precise initial value at A.
Thus we conclude that the compositeness condition forces the low energy values close 
B. Phenomenological Constraints
The resulting prediction of the full Standard Model analysis is a top quark mass that might be considered large in comparison to certain published theoretical upper limits. Indeed, it has been claimed that the p parameter limit implies mt 2 180 to 200 GeV [7] , and this is the most stringent quoted limit. Other constraints follow from BOB" mixing, and CP-violation, but these are less restrictive and we will ignore them presently. Our principal comments concerning the p parameter limit, are as follows: We wish to emphasize that the derivation of an ezpected value of mt by convolution with the confidence level distribution is not the applicable procedure in evaluating the probability that a given theory, which predicts a definite value of ml, is likely. In our case, we make no theoretical prediction of sin' 0 w, thus we should not integrate over this parameter.
Instead, e.g., we have the luxury of asking which value of sinsew maximizes the probability for a given value of mt, and then using that value of the parameter in evaluating the probability of the given input value of mt. This is operationally inequivalent to obtaining the bound quoted by Amaldi et al. .
We give in Fig.(G) the confidence level contours (a) equivalent to the Amaldi et al. results as presented in their Fig.(5) . Indeed, mt -235 GeV is allowed at the 95% confidence level. It should be noted horn the raw data as presented in Fig.(7) that there is already a signal that the V-DIS and other results are in slight disagreement, given that mt X 60 GeV.
(ii) In fact, recent reexaminations of the quoted errors in V-DIS suggest that these might be larger than previously thought, by as much aa a factor of two [8] .
In particular, the QCD slow resealing parameterization of the dimuon data favors a more liberal error than is used in the Amaldi et al. analysis [8] . The last data point shows the range for sin' Bw from MW and Mz alone using the UA-1 and UA-2 combined results (which gives also a bound for mt). Note that the combined scattering data have a small top quark mazs dependence which is not displayed here. Compared to the changes in the right box this is an effect which is roughly l/6 of the changes in the right box into the opposite direction.
Thus, the oft-quoted stringent limit on mt hinges crucially upon the experimental errors in V-DIS when combined with other independent determinations of sin* Bw. It does not appear to be in significant conflict with this data to allow mt as large as 260
GeV.
(iii) There are preliminary indications from SLC and CDF that the Z" mass may be * 1% lower than the central result of UA-1 and UA-2. Though we are unwilling to bet on the ultimate tenability of this result, it should be remarked that this would improve the agreement between wDIS and the direct determination for high mt. In the predictions for the masses of the fourth generation.
In Table II we present the corresponding predictions for the masses of a degenerate fourth doublet. The resulting modified predictions for the Higgs mass as well as the corresponding errors are also shown.
V. Conclusions
Our principal conclusions are as follows:
(1) The gauged Nambu-Jona-Lasinio mechanism within the framework of the Standard Model, dynamically broken by a strongly coupled top quark which forms a condensate (ELta), may be implemented in the fermion loop approximation involving the top quark dynamics.
As our discussion has indicated, the compositeness of the auxiliary Higgs field leads to predictions for the top quark and Higgs masses which are equivalent to effective fixed-point arguments. There is some confusion in the literature on what these fixedpoints really mean. We emphasize that for us, the fixed-point in gt is that previously considered in [4] , and is quite distinct from that originally proposed by Pendleton and Ross [ll] . The proposal of Pendleton and Ross focussed upon a relationship between glq and g3 which causes the ratio of these coupling constants to be fixed for all scales.
It is thus a "reduction of coupling constants" in the language of Kubo, Sibold and Zimmermann, [12] . The reduction is really a far-UV constraint, i.e., one assumes that gr must smoothly go to zero with g3, hence the rate of change of logg,/ga must vanish asymptotically.
Our mechanism is not a coupling constant reduction in this sense, and g3 only acts to control gr as we approach the i&a-red. Nonetheless, we were driven to consider the i&a-red fixed-point from B specific compositeness condition implemented at A. We should remark, however, that with respect to x, the Higgsquartic coupling constant, our mechanism does involve, in some sense, a reduction of coupling constants from 1 to & in the sense of [12] , but here the couplings are diverging together, rather than approaching zero uniformly. Note that previously fixed-point ideas have been used primarily to give probabilistic values of low energy parameters -27-FERMILAB-Pub-89/127
irrespective of their the high energy values. We have shown presently that certain renormalization group trajectories actually follow from compositeness constraints.
The derived masses are closely related to the limits obtained from "triviality bounds,"
in particular, for a given scale,A these are equivalent to the simultaneous uppermost allowed values of mtop and maiao,, [13] .
Marciano has recently considered ideas that appear close to those discussed here [14] , but in fact differ substantially in implementation and conclusions.
In the first part Marciano simply emphasizes the " independently of consideration of dynamical symmetry breaking, and gives improved values using up-to-date input parameters. In the second part of the discussion he considers the Higgs to be composite. Here we are in fundamental disagreement on two points:
(i) At scales /J << A the physical Higgs boson, with gauge invariant kinetic terms, must appear in the effective action, so the effects of its propagation should be kept in loops, hence the full Standard Model with the effects of a point-like
Higgs boson in the renormalization group equations are relevant. These effects are neglected in [14) .
(ii) The compositeness conditions are boundary conditions on & and x, following from 2, -+ 0 k8 described here, and not the asymptotic smoothness assumptions implied Marciano's work (effectively as in [ll, 121 [16] to conjecture a pattern of quark and lepton masses and mixing angles, an approach that is orthogonal to our attempt to understand dynamical mechanisms of electroweak symmetry breaking.
We have seen that our mechanism favors a large top quark mass, suggesting a problem. Perhaps one is led to a supersymmetric version of this discussion (and we remark that in the case of SUSY-SV(5) the fixed point predictions for mt do not radically change [15] ). Or, the nature of the dynamical breaking may be subtle and possibly a new mechanism can be found to solve the fine-tuning problem which locks G-' into approximate equality with N.A'/Sn '. It seems to be interesting to explore those theories that will provide the effective interaction of eq.(l.l), which was the starting point for our analysis, with an eye to understanding the origin of the small quark masses and mixing angles.
We will return to these issues in a more extensive analysis elsewhere.
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Again we expand in the interaction Lagrangian of eq.( 1.1) and sum the planar bubbles, Fig.(3) . This can be evaluated to yield: .12) where: GeV. In (a) the initial value is chosen slightly above the fixed-point and 1
diverges at A. In this case the compositeness condition cannot be fulfilled.
Case (b) corresponds to evolution on the low energy attractive fixed-point.
The cases (c) -(f) show that the low energy result is insensitive to the initial conditions at A. ,$?H is also plotted as a solid line. [7] with ma N 250 GeV); (b) m. = 1.3kO.5 GeV apropos [B] ; (c) disregarding deep inelastic scattering data to indicate its statistical weight in the limit on mt. Id, , ME + rad. corr. Table I . The top-quark and the fourth-generation leptons arc assumed to be much lighter than this quark doublet. The variation of the gauge couplings results in a change of 3~7 GeV for the quark masses and &5 Get' for the Higgs mass.
